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  at  DeePositive  Intertainment     

Our  First  IPR  at  DeePositive     

  
And  OUR  first  expansion  into  creating  a  more  Gratitude  filled  DeePositive  experience  DeePositive  Foundation!!  

365 days of being DeePositive is a reason to celebrate Gratitude in a grand way!! A thought born in 
2009, became what we now know as DeePositive Intertainment in 2010!!  

a 
 

Our intention is to, RECEIVE 1,00,000 gifts from the people who can GIVE to 1,00,000 people 
around Delhi NCR who will be SURPRISED to RECEIVE a GIFT this Christmas! 

A Diwali experiment confirmed our resolve, this year on diwali we took a drive around parts of South 
Delhi distributing crackers to street children and it brought us such immeasurable joy! We truly 
wished we have done this for many more, irrespective of age!! The expressions on their faces, were 
inspired and grateful for to them a BOX of crackers meant more than left over sweets! To a child, 
the excitement of crackers is what symbolizes the celebration of Diwali!! 

to the Santa they have only seen on billboards and in newspaper pictures! Santa Workshop is an idea, 
a tiny nudge in the direction of reviving the understanding that GIVING is RECEIVING!!  A ripple of 
Gratitude!! 

A noble 
children brought up by a single parent, our childhood years were filled with longing to receive 

li, for Diwali it was 

 
Now, 27 years later, as a brand, DeePositive has chosen this as our first STEP forward in our 

ible for others to RECEIVE a 
token of surprise on a day about RECEIVING!! 

 

Street Children, Orphans, Metro Station Staff working the Christmas Shift, Bus Drivers and 
, Shelters for the homeless, People sweeping our streets, 

they do a thankless job!, , Children of construction 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/DeePositive-Intertainment/149840518365275
https://www.facebook.com/groups/blessedtobeagiver/


&   
workers, S Old Age homes, Centres for the te

 
 
The Idea feels fantastic; we KNOW we would like to include anyone and everyone who extends 

 or little gifts 
that will make a large impact, when given TOGETHER!!  
 To make them feel warm: Gloves, Scarves, Shawls, Blankets, Caps 

 To make them smile: Toffees, Choclates, Biscuits, Lollipops 

 To make them feel special: Just be a part of Santa Workshop!  

 

1st December to 18th December:  
 18th December to 24th December: Gift Wrapping at Santa Workshop 
 25th  
  
There are a infinite opportunities to expand and extend Santa Workshop to include you, your brand, 
your product and your team!! In making a difference in 2,00,000 lives in Delhi/NCR this year! 
We look forward to you being part of the TERRIFIC TWO of being DeePositive 

Love and Light!! 

 
+917838199909/+917838199929 
Team DeePositive 

  

  

  


